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and the timeline of the MCU, is: when do we see the next superhero leave this
place? The easy answer, of course, is: as soon as they can. These characters are
not on vacation. There are real stakes to what they’re doing here. Each movie is

increasingly tied into the larger MCU, its heroes becoming more inevitable in their
implications. (See: in Civil War, when Tony Stark used a Pym Particle to fight Iron

Man — and gave him cancer) It’s clear that the franchise has hit its stride, and that
the sequel to Thor is the smartest thing it’s done. (See: it’s in the MCU, the status

quo remains largely intact.) These opportunities don’t come around every day, and
when they do, they happen whether you like it or not. Image zoom Marvel So let’s
consider this: In the civil rights era, there was no question of a white man leaving
The White House. The “Pledge of Allegiance” helped to establish that, and those
who broke that oath usually paid a price: The civil rights movement dragged out

years longer than it otherwise would have. The civil rights movement also exposed
the inability of others to acknowledge the realities of race in this
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